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WRITING TASK 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.

The diagram below shows how cheese is made.The diagram below shows how cheese is made.

Write a report for a university, lecturer describing the information shown below.Write a report for a university, lecturer describing the information shown below.

Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features and makeSummarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features and make
comparisons where relevant.comparisons where relevant.

You should write at least 150 words.

WRITING TASK 2
You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.

Write about the following topic.

Music play an important role in society, others think it is simply a form of entertainment for
individuals. Discuss both views and give your opinion

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge orGive reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or
experience.experience.

You should write at least 250 words.
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SAMPLE WRITING TASK 1
The pie charts provide the information about how dangerous waste products are dealt with in
republic of Korea, Sweden ad United Kingdom. The charts classify the country based on the
way of the country in destroying waste products.

In Republic of Korea, there are three ways only in destroying waste products. It uses recycling,
underground and incineration way. Recycling becomes the biggest way to dealt with waste in
the country, it shown by chart that 69 % of waste is handling by recycling. The second option
in the country is underground way by 22%. On the other hand, the country is also incineration
for 9%.

Sweden uses the same policy with Korea which is using recycling, underground and
incineration way, but the portion is difference. Underground becomes the biggest option to deal
with waste by 55%, while recycling is the second dominant option by 25%, and the last is
incineration with 20%.

United Kingdom is difference with Republic of Korea and Sweden. In the United Kingdom, there
are four ways to fix waste products. There are incineration, underground, dumping at sea and
chemical treatment. UK does not use recycling as the option to deal with waste, it is different
with other countries. The biggest way to dealt with waste in UK is destroying the waste in
underground, it is 82%. However, chemical treatment is only 8%, it is the same with dumping
at sea, and the smallest role is incineration by 2% only.

In conclusion, majority of the countries use underground and incineration way to dealt with
waste products. The underground way is the dominant option to destroy the waste almost in
entire countries.

SAMPLE WRITING TASK 2
At present, debilitating illness is one of the major healthy issues in the world since overweight
trigger some of diabetes case. As related, number of overweight has been growing up
especially in children. Some people believe that government has responsibility for the rising ,
another part of society blame that parents have the biggest portion to their children, I believe
that government and parents have take into the account about this conditions.

To begin, this is government task since number of overweight in children increase significantly.
One of the major reasons is raising amount of junk food restaurant in the whole country. For
example, the fast food restaurant has been developing well by using franchise system and the
number still counting until now. Since this food has less beneficial nutrients to human body and
enormous fat percentage, government needs restricting the policy about it. Then government
also takes a part in making the rule to educate the individuals about having balance nutrients. In
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fact, government provides little information about healthy foods. For instance, rarely society
find in media about how essential is healthy food in control obesity.

Besides the government, parents also experience the higher portions in educating their child
about food, health, and school. Firstly, the philosophy about everything begins from home, it
makes sense that environment of home reflect to children habit. For example, mostly
overweight children have uncontrolled eating habit by their parents, so children prefer
consuming sweet and potatoes without knowing the dire effects to their body. Secondly,
parents are busy in working, so they cannot manage well about their children meal such as they
just provide some money to their children for having a lunch.

To conclude, I confirm that ministry and parents probably make conditions of overweight in
children worse. Therefore, government and parents need to work together in order to decrease
the illness.
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